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Abstract 

We describe a percolation-type approach to modeling of the processes of aging and 

certain other properties of tissues analyzed as systems consisting of interacting cells. Tissues are 

considered as structures made of regular healthy, senescent, dead (apoptotic) cells, and studied 

dynamically, with the ongoing processes including regular cell division to fill vacant sites left by 

dead cells, healthy cells becoming senescent or dying, and other processes. Statistical-mechanics 

description can provide patterns of time dependence and snapshots of morphological system 

properties. An illustrative application of the developed theoretical modeling approach is 

reported, confirming recent experimental findings that inhibition of senescence can lead to 

extended lifespan. 
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Introduction 

Aging of organisms or tissues can be viewed as a statistical-mechanics problem of the 

loss of homeostasis (approximate steady state) and integrity over time. Processes that ensure 

tissue homeostasis and integrity, such as healing after an injury, are a topic of a major interest [1, 

2] to both medical professionals from an application point of view [3] and to basic scientists 

from a mechanistic point of view [4]. In this work we consider potential applications of lattice 

percolation-type modeling to develop a quantitative description of the processes of aging of 

tissues analyzed as structures consisting of interacting cells. Percolation models provide 

information and predictions on the system’s integrity and connectivity [5, 6]. Here we argue that, 

tissues can be considered as structures made of regular healthy cells, senescent cells, dead 

(apoptotic) cells, and can be studied dynamically, with the ongoing processes involving regular 

cells’ division to fill “vacant sites” left by dead cells, regular cells becoming senescent or dying, 

senescent cells disrupting functioning of the nearby regular cells, etc. The obtained connectivity 

information for various cell types can then be related to the physical or biological tissue 

properties and structure.  

 

Such a statistical-mechanics description can capture interesting patterns of time 

dependence, especially if we want to consider the possible effects of active interventions, such as 

application of certain drugs on the ongoing cell dynamics in healthy or diseased (for example 

cancerous) tissue. This expectation is suggested by recent studies [7-10] that have applied 

percolation ideas to self-healing and self-damaging in devices and materials — an approach that 

in itself can be regarded as a utilization of bio-inspired concepts. However, application of 

percolation-modeling ideas to the dynamics of aging in tissues, rather than to the onset of the 

initial-fatigue damage in materials requires new connectivity and dynamical rules, different ideas 

and interpretations, and, ultimately, relating the modeling approach to a different set of 

experimental observations. Regarding the latter, there are much more experimental data 

presently available for damages in tissues [11-14], especially when it is locally caused (for 

example, skin biopsy), than for the micro- or nano-scale autonomous (locally triggered) self-

damaging [15, 16] in materials. Note that much more data are available on autonomous self-
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healing in materials, when damage buildup is avoided or delayed by incorporating active 

capsules [17-33]. 

 

There is an increasing interest in developing “smart materials” that have advanced 

properties, such as autonomous self-healing. To model these materials, earlier studies of 

percolation models that involve various “cells” on a lattice, with the “cells” interacting with each 

other resulting in the change in their cluster structure and therefore connectivity have been 

reported [7-9, 17-22, 34, 35]. In such materials, development of damage and fatigue can be 

delayed by embedded capsules containing a microcrack-healing agent activated by a local 

“triggering” mechanism [9]. Very recently there has also been interest in materials with 

autonomous self-damaging properties [10, 15, 16], as well as in situations when both 

mechanisms are utilized [10]. The first autonomous self-healing of polymer composites was 

realized [19] with the polymerization process initiated by the healing agent (released from 

cracked capsules) preventing the propagation of cracks caused by mechanical stress. This finding 

was followed by interesting experimental [7, 18, 20, 21, 23-33] and theoretical [7-10, 34-40] 

developments. A promising new application of smart-materials concepts could be in the 

development of “self-damaging” systems, devices, and materials, also termed self-destructive, 

self-deteriorating, or transient. The first experimental realization of this property at the device-

component level aimed at injectable devices has recently been reported [15, 16] for the “transient 

electronics.” Such bio-inspired concepts can be beneficial for many applications. 

 

One important avenue of research has involved achieving “smart” response at the 

nanoscale [7-9, 21, 22, 41]. The reason for this has been that such material designs promise to 

allow autonomous control of the material’s fatigue at the earliest stages of its development, when 

damage is not yet macroscopic. Material degradation [42] ultimately results in formation of voids 

and cracks on the macroscopic level. These are initiated by the development of microscopic 

crazes and microcracks, the growth of which can be prevented (for self-healing) or accelerated 

(for self-damaging) at the nanoscale.  

 

Here we devise a percolation approach to model dynamics of live tissues and connect the 

results to biological observations. The modeling is rooted in approaches used for materials [7-
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10], however, there are obvious and significant differences. Indeed, in tissues each cell is an 

“active element,” not only changing in time but also affecting other cells. Challenges in model 

development will include connecting such approaches to quantitative biological experimental 

data and applied the modeling results to better understand aging. We will also mention the 

possible extensions of our modeling setup to wound healing and tissue engineering. We consider 

a percolation modeling approach to study probabilistic changes in the cell occupancy in a lattice 

model, offering a microscopic statistical-mechanics description of the time-dependent tissue 

connectivity. This requires consideration of various types of cells, such as regular “live” cells, 

dead cells and vacant sites left after cells are eliminated, and introduction of biological processes, 

such as cell division, which can heal damage, cell senescence (permanent withdrawal of the cell 

from cycling, i.e., division), and apoptosis (cell self-destruction in response internal irreparable 

damage or infection). The time-evolution of the cell occupancy at lattice sites can then be 

followed numerically based on a set of rules that will have to be defined based on existing 

biological data, and is described in Methods section.  

 

Statistical mechanics is a broad field of research and application, many techniques and 

concepts of which have been applied to biological or bio-inspired systems. We are not aware of 

studies of the type reported here, of cellular interactions in the context of them resulting in tissue 

aging and related time-dependent effects. We point out, however, that statistical-mechanics 

approaches to aging processes within cells and their relation to cancer — avoidance of which is 

generally intimately connected with processes that also control aging [43] — have been recently 

reported [44, 45]. On the cellular scale, our lattice-percolation approach is a complicated version 

of cellular automata, which is a field of study of pattern emergence. Certain other applications of 

percolation modeling to biological problems have been reported [46, 47]. Most statistical-

mechanics studies, however, have been focused on scaling at critical points or properties of large 

clusters, which are not regimes of primary interest in the present context. 

 

In the Methods section, we motivate and introduce our theoretical modeling approach. 

We then offer an illustrative application, as described in the Results section, which yields results 

matching recent experimental findings that inhibiting senescence can extend lifespan [48, 49]. 

We will follow with the Discussion section to generalize about how modeling results can be 
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related to pre-designed experiments tailored to probe cell “connectivity” properties. We point 

out, however, that, similar to the studies of self-healing/self-damaging in materials, here we do 

not consider the critical-point behavior regime near the percolation transition, which has been of 

interest in many studies [5, 6] of percolation models, because we are only interested in the 

regime of relatively high connectivity, especially for regular cells (before the tissue loses its 

cohesion/identity, literally, “dies”). Additionally, in the Discussion, we will address 

heterogeneous dynamics involving focal external damage (such as cuts), and other effects that 

can be considered, including weak systemic damage (such as exposure to radiation), external 

delivery of different types of cell to large wounded areas to facilitate healing, which is 

reminiscent of stem cell therapy, and cell dynamics in the presence of scaffolds (tissues 

engineering). 

 

Methods 

 

Utility of lattice models in studying tissue aging and other biological properties 

 

Microscopic statistical-mechanics modeling constitutes one of the possible approaches to 

explore patterns of possible behaviors involving various rules of cell interactions. The degree of 

complexity and local correlations that are required for percolation-type models to mimic 

observed tissue aging, healing, and other properties are of interest. The actual macroscopic 

physical properties are typically nonlinear in the microscopic morphology (connectivity) 

measures. For materials, electrical transport properties are among the most natural to calculate in 

the percolation-model context [7-10], by connecting sites with bonds of conductance that 

depends on the nature of the sites’ occupancy. The conductivity properties can also be measured 

for tissues. Elastic properties of the system can be explored in the percolation-model context [50-

53], by decorating bonds with springs, the rigidity of which depends on the site occupancy. 

Furthermore, in the Discussion section we outline possible experiments that probe various cell-

type statistics and also cell-clustering morphological properties, rather than mechanical or 

conductance properties. 
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Generally, on the microscopic scale, statistical-mechanics descriptions of the cell 

behavior within the tissue can be “cartoonish” in nature, capable of encompassing only general 

features of the actual microscopic morphology. However, such information is of interest, since 

the description of the time-dependence of various properties of regions and systems much larger 

than a few cells will help us understand how to control the system’s complex processes to 

achieve desired properties (such as accelerated healing, or resistance to damage). Within such an 

approach, concepts of programmed active local healing and damaging have been of interest not 

only in the studies of materials, but also in designs of sensor networks’ functionality [54-56], 

especially when active response is desired: Self-damaging concepts can be useful, for example, 

in the designs aimed at abruptly shutting a whole sensor network down if enough interconnected 

nodes have become compromised. 

 

Considering that there is no critical-point universality for percolation at high 

connectivity, which is a regime of interest here, one can legitimately ask what specific 

quantitative and qualitative results can be expected from lattice-model studies for tissues, as well 

as earlier studies for materials. On the level of phenomenological data fitting, models of the type 

considered in the following subsection can yield expressions for a few-parameter fitting of data 

for measured tissue properties. These parameters are usually various process rates, which can 

thus be extracted and classified based on macroscopic measurements. On a more qualitative 

level, percolation and similar lattice models can offer insights into the degree of complexity 

required to achieve specific time-dependent responses.  

 

For example, for self-healing materials it was noted that relatively short-range healing 

(e.g., nearest neighbor) sufficed [8, 9] for useful effects, whereas a recent study of self-damaging 

indicated [10] that a much longer range (at least half a dozen neighbors away) action by damage-

causing “capsules,” and only when also combined with self-healing in complicated rules, was 

required to have the “abrupt shutdown” property described above. It is noteworthy that this 

correlates with the property that senescent cells cause damage in large neighborhoods [57], 

promising interesting findings regarding their role in tissue aging. The behaviors for some rules 

might not even be entirely monotonic. Some of these features are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. An example, following Ref. [10], for a model of a two-dimensional bond-

percolation lattice, for the action of damaging sites, conditioned on the activation of 

healing sites. The top panel shows the measure of the microscopic “integrity:” the 

fraction of the bonds, u(t), that are “intact” at time t. The bottom panel shows the 

conductivity of the lattice, g(t), normalized per that of the fully intact lattice. The curves 

show: (A) no active damaging or healing by added capsules, only the natural “wear-and-

tear” material degradation (here, bond breakage), corresponding to exponential decay of 

u(t); (B) three examples of a different balance of added active damaging vs. active 

healing, with specific rules detailed in Ref. [10]; (C) the active healing process only, with 

no active damaging (the conductivity for this case is not shown in the bottom panel 

because g(t) follows u(t) approximately linearly for times up to t ≈ 200). 
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Homogeneous-system lattice percolation modeling of tissue aging 
 

The modeling approach can consider 2D (two-dimensional) tissue samples, for instance, 

layers such as in skin, as described in the Discusison section, that addresses a possible 

experimental approach, or 3D (three-dimensional) samples, idealized in both cases as lattices of 

sites, for example, the square (2D) or cubic (3D) lattices. We comment on this lattice-model 

idealization and lattice selection later (in the Discussion). Various cell (lattice site) populations 

can be considered, represented by sites of various “occupancy,” such as regular healthy live 

cells, senescent cells, dead cells, vacant sites, etc. We use the Monte Carlo (MC) approach to the 

cells’ dynamics. MC sweeps through the system are carried out according to probabilistic rules 

that attempt to mimic in the site-lattice description the features expected of the cells’ influencing 

their own and nearby sites’ occupancy. Typically, sites are probed at random, such that on 

average the full lattice will be swept over once, during each unit time step. This defines MC 

time, t, units, such as shown in Fig. 1 for a different problem (for a model of self-damaging/self-

healing material). Averages over multiple runs are done for estimating the cluster-structure and 

connectivity statistics. Single-run snapshots can provide cluster morphology information 

(illustrated in the Results section). 

 

Different organs and tissues of a human body employ slightly different strategies to 

ensure cellular homeostasis (approximate steady state of cell-type populations) and integrity. Let 

us outline a possible set of stochastic rules to define for numerical simulations, based on 

information of cell behavior, considering a 2D “skin-cell layer” case (see the experimental 

example in the Discussion section) as a convenient idealization to begin with. In addition to its 

relative simplicity, skin is also the organ that is the most susceptible to the extrinsic insults. 

Therefore, the strategies that naturally evolved to ensure the integrity and longevity of this organ 

are of utmost interest.  

 

The following set of rules for the dynamic modeling is a simplified reflection on the 

observations made for the processes in aging and/or injured skin, more specifically, epidermis. 

The basal layer of epidermis is called stratum basale. It consists of the monolayer of 

keratynocytes, which divide when necessary to populate the upper layers of the skin, which serve 
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as the physical barrier between the environment and the organism. The rules provide a lattice-

model “cartoon” description of the cell dynamics resulting from the processes in this layer: 

 

1. Regular cells can divide (cycle) to produce two identical cells as the result. The 

number of divisions the cell can undertake is, however, limited. The nature of this limit lies in 

the inability of the cell to fully replicate the ends of the chromosomes — telomeres, which at 

some point shorten to the limit at which cell senescence is triggered [58, 59]. In a lattice model a 

site with a “regular” cell, once picked during a MC-step sweep, will be assigned small 

probability to divide, as long as the count of its remaining “lifetimes” is not exceeded, or 

otherwise it can become senescent: see the next rule. In the former case both cells inherit the 

remaining “lifetimes” count (decreased by 1) and the newborn cell will fill an empty nearest-

neighbor site if one is available. Otherwise, the division might not be carried out at all if contact 

inhibition prevents cell division in a locally fully packed region, or the “daughter” cell can be 

discarded provided we consider the situation in a single 2D layer, or advance to another layer 

following more complicated rules, if we go beyond 2D simulation, such as modelling of scar 

formation, etc. 

  

2. Cells can senesce. Senescent cells are still alive, but they permanently withdraw 

from the cell cycling. Senescence of the cell can be triggered by either exhaustion of its division 

potential or by damage [55, 56]. The latter process can be modeled by assigning small 

probabilities (small rates as compared to the MC time step unit) for regular sites to undergo 

damage-related events: see the next rule.  

 

3. Regarding cells being damaged: The source of the damage could be extrinsic 

(external physical or chemical insult) or intrinsic (inflammation or DNA mutation). Severely 

damaged cells will die instantly, such as physically raptured cells. Moderately damaged cells can 

either enter growth arrest (temporary senescence, to take time to repair possible DNA damage), 

permanent senescence, or apoptosis (programmed cell death), depending on the intensity of the 

injury. We can assume homogeneous (over the system) damage processes and/or heterogeneous 

modeling, the latter commented on in results and discussions. The probabilities (rates) of various 
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processes vary locally for each randomly probed (during MC sweeps) cell depending not only on 

its own state but also on its neighborhood: see the next rule. 

 

4. Dynamical effects need not be short-range at the probed sites or their closest 

neighbors. External physical or chemical insults turn on an inflammation response. Cells within 

the inflamed area are more susceptible to apoptosis. The role of the inflammation is to facilitate 

the pathogen clearance, but it is damaging to the host cells as well [60], the latter effect being 

caused by the secretion of factors, such as tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), see Ref. [61], 

that affect various-size neighborhoods. Inflammatory dermal lesions (dermonecrosis induced by 

the immune system) after a local infection in animal studies reach approximately 100 mm2, see 

Ref. [62]. Considering the average size of the keratinocyte [63] of about 5×10–5 m, we can 

estimate that the local inflammation signals in skin spread quite far: approximately across 110 

cells in each direction. For homogeneous modeling, we can incorporate the rate of damage 

mentioned in Rule 2 to be partially attributed to the intrinsic damage and partially to the extrinsic 

events. Such inflammation events will affect various process rates for some time intervals in the 

extended neighborhood of the affected cells. Thus, some event rates will have “normal” and 

“inflamed” values, the latter reverting to normal (if no new nearby inflammation occurs) after 

some time, by decaying or increasing (see the next two rules) with some assumed time 

dependence. 

 

5. Cells can undergo apoptosis [64, 65], which is a programmed cell death. 

Apoptosis can be triggered by irreparable DNA damage [66, 67] or severe insult. Cells are 

usually sensitized to apoptosis by inflammation.  

 

6. Senescent cells are resistant to apoptosis [68]. This can be modelled by such cells 

“dying” at a significantly reduced rate. 

 

7. There are in fact many possible sources of the probabilities of various processes 

not only influencing other future processes, but also triggering secondary events at the same site 

and/or its neighborhood with some probability of their own. Such processes should then also be 

incorporated in the MC simulation steps. Specifically, the process of the cell division is 
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associated with the possibility of introducing DNA mutations and thus, damage [2]. Severe DNA 

damage introduced as the result of DNA replication during cell division can lead to premature 

senescence or apoptosis; cells are especially sensitive to stress (damage) during division.  

 

8. Some processes can influence rates of future processes in relatively large 

neighborhoods. Senescent cells secrete factors that instruct surrounding cells to undergo cell 

division more rapidly, which increases the chances of the surrounding cells to accumulate DNA 

damage [69]. Factors secreted by senescent cells are known to induce a state of light chronic 

inflammation and thus also sensitize surrounding cells to apoptosis [57], which is another cell-

cell “interaction” effect.  

 

The above observations suggest that rather detailed models will have to be considered for 

stochastic dynamics to provide an accurate “cartoon” description of the cell populations as a 

function of time. The initial conditions, at time t = 0, for the modeling could be set as follows: 

Lattice filled very densely, to have a connected cluster of healthy live cells, well above the 

percolation threshold, with division limit set at 50, Ref. [70], which would represent healthy 

newborn skin tissue. For modeling the impact of extrinsic damage caused by environmental 

factors, such as radiation or chemotherapy on the adult human skin, the initial conditions (t = 0) 

can be set differently. For instance, have the division limit normally distributed for different 

cells, with an average value of 30 divisions left, and senescent cells randomly dispersed 

throughout the tissue with the frequency of 10–4.  

 

The expected outcomes of numerical modeling can be as follows: 

 

(i) Lattice modeling can explore the degree of complexity of dynamical rules that 

yield autonomously viable tissues, with “viable” defined according to possible measures such as 

long-duration survival of a substantial, approximately steady (in the site-type fractions), and 

well- and continuously-connected (in the largest, so-called “percolating” cluster) population of 

regular cells as long as the external damage events are not too severe. It will be interesting to 

understand to what extent are the naturally evolved rules “minimal” to achieve durable tissues 

viability. 
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(ii) Statistical and morphological properties of various cell states can be quantified 

(for the former) and visualized (for the latter), for example, size (site count) distribution and 

spatial interrelations of various cell-type connected structures (clusters). 

 

(iii) We can also attribute physical properties to cells and their contacts (bonds 

between nearest neighbor lattice sites) and then evaluate macroscopic properties by established 

computational approaches, such as the system’s conductivity or elasticity, mentioned earlier, etc. 

Physical properties can then also be used as measures of the tissue’s “health.” 

 

The next section offers and illustration of the potential of the percolation approach, based 

on a very simple subset of rules from the full set of Rules 1-8 defined above, to explain specific 

experimental observations. 

 

 

Results 

 

For a subset of rules suggested by the list of properties above (Items 1-8), we report an 

illustrative study of two models: one without senescence and another with senescence present in 

a very simplified form. In this respect it is fascinating that removal of senescent cells in mice was 

found [48] to extend their longevity and ameliorate numerous age-associated pathologies: The 

senescence marker gene, p16Ink4a, was genetically linked to activation of caspase 8, which is a 

trigger of apoptosis. Life-long removal of p16Ink4a expressing cells delayed acquisition of age-

related pathologies in adipose tissue, skeletal muscle and eye. Interestingly, our results reported 

below, match this and other recent experimental findings [48, 49] that, inhibiting senescence 

extends lifespan. 
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Figure 2. Model without senescence. (a) The bottom curve corresponds to a small rate of 

cell divisions (see text). The top three curves (largely overlapping) illustrate that, if the 

rate of cell divisions is large enough to achieve a proper balance with the rate of cell 

death (see text for details), and the geometrical restrictions are set as described in Rule 1, 

then a steady state is rapidly achieved and persists for extended times, though ultimately 

exponential decay takes over once cell division potential is exhausted. The plot shows 

such curves with the steady-state regime for three different initial healthy live cell 

densities. (b) Magnification of the initial short-time behavior. 
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Our MC simulations were for a square lattice of 500 500 sites, and all the plots 

reporting time-dependent, etc., quantities representing averages over at least 300 independent 

MC runs. Figure 2 shows results for a model without senescence. Cell division is limited to a 

total of 50 divisions, carried out only if one or more vacant nearest neighbors are available to be 

randomly selected for placing that “daughter” cell there. Once the cell division potential is 

exhausted, however, we do not, for the present model, consider them long-lived “senescent;” 

they can still die at the same rate as before. When the rate of cell division is properly balanced 

with cell death, a steady state is rapidly achieved. This steady state can persist for an extended 

time, Fig. 2, though ultimately exponential decay takes over once cell division potential is 

exhausted. A healthy live cell dies with probability ≪ 1 each time it is probed in a random MC 

sweep, or divides with probability ≪ 1 (as long as its count of possible divisions it not 

exceeded, in which case q is instead set to zero), or remains unchanged with probability 1

. Here we took 0.010, 0.025 (for the top three curves in Fig. 2). The vertical axis in 

Fig. 2 represents the fraction, u, of all the remaining cells (including those that can no longer 

divide), normalized per the total number of lattice sites; the horizontal axis represents the 

computational time (number of MC sweeps). We find that the steady state can persist for 

considerably longer time scales than the initial equilibration; this occurs when q exceeds p in the 

present model. However, if the division rate is set too low to be competitive with the death rate, 

then there is no steady state and the decay is practically exponential. Figure 2 illustrates this (the 

monotonically decaying bottom curve) for 0.010, 0.010. Without any divisions at all, 

the decay would be exactly exponential, as curve (A) in the top panel of Fig. 1.  

 

Let us now introduce a simplified version of cell senescence (a variant of Rule 6). The 

above model is modified by designating all those cells that can no longer divide as long-lived 

senescent by assuming that, such cells are immortal on the time scales of all the other dynamical 

processes in the problem. For the original model (Fig. 2), we now separated, see Fig. 3, the 

counts of the healthy live cells that can divide, and those “senescent” cells that can no longer 

divide (even though in that model the latter cells still die at the same rate). Once the senescent 

cells are instead made long-lived (i.e., we not only set q but also p to zero for such cells), the cell 

counts (densities) for both cell types are modified, as shown in Fig. 3. Interestingly, the net effect 
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of the senescent cells’ introduction is that the lifespan of the “regular” healthy live cells is 

actually shortened: compare the two curves labelled ul in Fig. 3. This observation resonates with 

the recent experimental findings that inhibition of senescence can extend lifespan [48, 49].  

 

 

Figure 3. (A) The three green curves show one of the calculated results (for 80% initial 

density) for the total cell density, see Fig, 2, here labeled ul+s (the dashed line), as well as 

two separate densities (solid lines): healthy live cells, ul, that can still divide 

(monotonically decreasing, except for very short times), and those cells that can no 

longer divide, us (the peaked curve). (B) As an attempt to include long-living-cell 

senescence, the two red solid curves show how these separate densities are modified once 

we make the cells that can no longer divide practically immortal (unchanging on the 

considered time scales). The density of the healthy live cells, ul, is still monotonically 

decreasing (except for very short times), whereas that of the senescent cells, us, is now 

monotonically increasing. The dot marks the instance of time for which configuration 

snapshots are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4. For the model with senescence, at the time marked by the solid black dot in 

Fig. 3, we show cell/cluster snapshots (size 350 350 cutouts from a typical 500 500 

configuration obtained in a random MC run). The top panel shows all the healthy live 

cells (sites) in bright green, all the senescent cells in gray, and the vacant sites in white. 

The bottom panel shows only the sites in the three largest (in the count of cells/sites) 

connected healthy live cell clusters, in green, orange, and red, and the sites in the three 

largest connected senescent cell clusters: all in blue. 
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Figure 5. This plot shows the density of the healthy live cells that are part of the largest 

connected cluster of such cells, denoted uc, plotted as a function of the total density of the 

healthy live cells (that can still divide), ul. After reaching the steady-state plateau, the 

densities of the healthy live cells, ul, shown for the two considered models in Fig. 3, 

decrease monotonically for larger times. For the two models: with long-lived senescent 

cells (the top curve here) and with “senescent” cells dying at the same rate as the regular 

cells (the bottom curve here), uc is shown here for the values of ul once the latter dropped 

noticeably below the steady-state level (see Fig. 3), but that are still not too small so that 

the connected live-cell cluster density (uc) is non-negligible for both models. Note that 

the same ul values are obtained for different times for the two models; cf. Fig. 3. 

 

For the latter model, with senescence, at the instance of time marked by the solid black 

dot on the respective ul(t) curve in Fig 3, we show cell/cluster snapshots in Fig. 4. We note that, 

while the system is densely populated with cells, the cluster structure of the healthy live cells is 

already becoming sparse at the selected time, because we are approaching the percolation 

transition beyond which there is no longer a single system-spanning connected cluster of healthy 
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live sites dominating their morphology. While on average the count of healthy live cells 

decreases slower with senescence off (supposedly a longer lifespan), there may be tradeoffs in 

the tissue connectivity (integrity) involved in giving up senescence. This is demonstrated in Fig. 

5, which shows the density of those sites which are in the largest connected healthy live cell 

cluster, uc, as a function of the total density of such cells, ul, for the two cases: cell death with 

cell division but no long-lived senescence, and with the added senescence as immortality of the 

cells that no longer divide. We observe that, for the same total healthy live cell densities (actually 

attained at different times for the two models), the amount of cells that are in the largest 

connected cluster of healthy live cells is in fact increased when senescence is allowed. 

 

Discussion 

 

Potential experiments and model assumptions 

 

Cells, such as skin cells, are obviously not fully regular, and their shapes are also not 

symmetrical with respect to their arrangement in the tissue [63]. Assessing the histological 

preparation of epidermis [71], however, one can argue that lattice-type ordering makes a good 

approximation for evaluating average quantities, especially considering that we are not interested 

in long-range fluctuations and correlations. Before discussing this matter further, let us mention a 

potential experimental setup for verifying percolation model approach and predictions, illustrated 

in Fig. 6.  

 

In this example, we illustrate how primary human cell dermal fibroblasts can be grown in 

a cell culture until they reach confluency to closely relate to our 2D model: Fibroblasts have 

strong contact inhibition properties and stop dividing after forming a dense monolayer of cells 

[72]. Here the growth was at physiological oxygen (3.5%) in 5% CO2 incubator in 100 mm 

dishes. Experimental manipulations, such as local physical damage, exposure to UV, or 

chemotherapeutic drugs can be performed in this setup to collect data, such as growth rate, 

frequency of senescent and apoptotic cells, to accurately establish various parameters for 

modeling. In fact, primary cell cultures are generally commonly used in cancer research, and 
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present excellent models to understand and measure basic cell properties, such as the impact of 

stressors (UV irradiation or mito-toxic drugs) on cell division rate and apoptosis, which will be 

necessary to estimate and fine-tune the various model parameters.  

 

While it is outside the scope of the present theoretical work, we point out that, 

specifically for the system depicted in Fig. 6, after the cells formed a dense monolayer they can 

be stressed by one of the insults described above (physical damage by scratching, UV exposure, 

and exposure to mito-toxic drugs) or mock handled as the control. Replicates of the cell cultures 

can then be analyzed at different time points after the treatment.  

 

Another type of experimentally realizable external influence that can be modelled is an 

introduction of a different type of cells, such as stem cells, following the injury that had induced 

senescence in the considerable fraction of the existing monolayer. One can create autologous 

stem cells by reprogramming (induced pluripotency, iPS) of sub-fractions of the fibroblasts by 

transfection of Yamanaka factors (Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4, c-Myc) [73]. Additionally, iPS cells will 

be tagged with GFP protein to track their fate [74]. These cells will be added on top of the 

existing fibroblast monolayer and participate in the injury repair. Such manipulation can serve as 

the model of certain stem cell therapies, and understanding of its dynamics by modeling can 

guide the development of more effective rejuvenation therapies.  

 

Analysis can involve microscopic assessment of cell layer integrity as well as histological 

assessment of the layer conditions, such as distribution and frequency of the senescent and 

apoptotic cells. Cell viability can be assessed by propidium iodide exclusion [75], senescent cells 

can be visualized by betta-gal staining [76], and apoptotic cells can be visualized by terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) [77]. Experiments can then be 

repeated with cells of early passages (reminiscent of young tissues) and late passages 

(reminiscent of aging tissues) in order to better understand the changes in cell dynamics that 

occur with age. In the stem cell experiments, the contribution of externally supplied cells (stem 

cells) versus original cells (fibroblasts) will be evaluated by means of fluorescent microscopy. 
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Figure 6. A potential experimental setup to determine parameters and test predictions of 

the percolation aging model. Cells, here human fibroblasts (schematically shown in the 

top panel) can be grown to confluency. An image of a monolayer of fibroblasts thus 

grown is shown (in the bottom panel); the bar is 100 µm. The cells can then be damaged 

or stressed by various mechanisms being modelled, and the progression of the system can 

be assessed, as described in the text. 
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We note that, relatively rigid and approximately evenly shaped (so-called “isomeric”) 

objects form random close packings of coordination number approximately 4 in 2D, and 6 in 3D. 

Therefore, the square (in 2D) and cubic (in 3D) lattices provide a good approximation of the 

local contact count, if not the random geometry, for such systems. However, even without 

detailed experiments proposed in the preceding discussion, inspection of Fig. 6 suggests that 

cells are not evenly shaped and might not be exactly randomly close-packed. Therefore, part of 

the future experimental work should be devoted to clarifying the applicability of the regular 

lattice models. 

 

Our model is easily extended to lattice/connectivity-rule structures with varying degrees 

of randomness and non-uniformity in the nearby site-to-site connectivities, as well as to 

considering percolation of off-lattice objects [78, 79]. The property of the cell asymmetry can be 

modelled by assuming cell-cell “interactions” that depend not only on their separation in the 

count of the lattice spacings, but also on their relative orientation with respect to each other. The 

primary technical challenges for all such model modifications are that, they require introduction 

of additional parameters and perhaps MC simulation of increased numerical complexity. 

Therefore, the results might actually be more difficult to compare to any quantitative or 

qualitative experimental observations.  

 

 

Heterogeneous and external effects, and possible model extensions 

 

The homogeneous-system modeling could aim at understanding the naturally evolved 

mechanisms for durable “viability” in the process of aging, while controlling overly proliferate 

growth of cells (that can lead to cancer) and healing local/limited damage. This is primarily 

accomplished by cell senescence [80] and cell-cell interactions. However, other effects can also 

be considered in similar modeling frameworks.  

 

One example is external influence, such as physical damage. From a single cell point of 

view, some external damage can be rather “large,” such as a cut through the skin. Such damage 
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would create a heterogeneity in the cell population, and result in the activation of the body’s 

natural healing response — cell migration to the damaged area. External damage can also be 

more distributed, such as physical (sunburn) or chemical influences, some of which can result 

from changes in the body’s own conditions in response to external stimulus, and be internal or 

innate, rather than come from the environment. Some (bio)chemical influences originating 

externally to the tissues need not be damaging, but could cause accelerated healing and other 

effects. For example, deletion or pharmaceutical inactivation of α2A/α2C-adrenoceptors in 

animals greatly accelerates cutaneous wound healing [81] by suppressing the inflammation and 

accelerating the rate of cell divisions. Modeling by modifying initial conditions, such as for local 

cuts or sources of inflammation (mosquito bite), and by introducing time-dependent rate changes 

can then be carried out in the framework of the percolation-model approaches. 

 

A particularly important case for modeling will be the effects of medicines, for example, 

those for the treatment of cancer. Chemotherapy treatments tend to target fast dividing cells by 

interfering with DNA synthesis, chromosomal segregation, or growth signals. Most common 

drugs, such as cyclophosphamide and cisplatin [82], induce DNA damage during cell division, 

and thus cause apoptosis when the cell attempts to divide. To model presence of such drugs, Rule 

1 (cell division) described above, will have an additional probability of both daughter cells 

undergoing apoptosis as a result of such therapy. Another class of drugs, such as imatinib [83] 

and erlotinib [84] are designed to suppress activity of growth factors, effectively reducing the 

rate at which cells divide. To account for the presence of such drugs in our system, Rule 1 will 

have a greatly reduced probability for cell division. Other interesting compounds with known 

mechanisms of action can similarly be modelled by modifying Rule 1-8 or introducing additional 

rules. 

 

Tissue engineering [85-90] frequently involves cell assemblies that can actually be 

simpler and at least during the processes of their making be also less subjected to external 

influences than cells in natural tissues. Therefore, they might actually be easier to model within 

our approach. Furthermore, some tissue-engineering approaches involve [85, 89] scaffolds and 

other supports that can be incorporated into our model to a large extent as geometric effect 
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(regions of the lattice into which the cells cannot propagate). Consideration of scaffolds, etc., 

will require modeling of heterogeneous initial conditions and dynamical rules. 
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Punchline: Percolation modeling is applied to tissue aging, confirming recent experimental 

finding that inhibition of senescence can lead to extended lifespan.  
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